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About This Game

 A Game by @CowboyColor

Handsome Mr. Frog, whose hat was jacked by a bunch of no good, less attractive normies, sets out on a new-school arcade
adventure through four worlds in order to get his steez back.

 Lick enemies, hold them in your mouth, and spit them at their ugly friends.

 Battle through 4 Extremely good looking worlds, and over 35 levels!

 Collect 64 stylish outfits to prove your handsomeness.

 Compete for the handsome-est score on the Steam Leaderboard!
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 Steam trading cards.

 Controller support.

Very handsome original chiptune soundtrack by @zbwmusic

Stay handsome!
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Hi. You like platformers. Google Knytt Stories to preview the general feel and gameplay of this game. If you enjoy the cooled
down, calm, and still quite challenging aspects of those games and their many downloadable expansions, then support the author
of that game by purchasing this one.

Really.

How are you going to encourage more games like this to come out without giving them the incentive and sense of comfort
necessary to make them commit their time and money to making new ones? Thanks!. Imagine Xcom but in real time and in
WW2.
Currently in need of more players but the game itself is good.. Splitted into 4 or 5 chapters or so. The first one or two
Interestingly break with some conventions and purposefully ask the player to ignore rules seemingly set up previously. The
following chapters switch perspectives between various "charactes" (which are personified in similar ways as done in "Thomas
Was Alone") and tell their interweaving relationships. It's about (flawed, unfullfilled) love, loss, misunderstanding and about
some fates ending and others beginning. It's even more minimalistic than Thomas Was Alone. There is only one music track, no
narration/voice acting, and barely any other audio. The game is offering less varied visuals than Thomas Was Alone. It was an
interesting play, but a short one. Steam tells me I have 1 hour on it, should be about right, and I'm done with it already. Not sure
if I would recommend it to buy at it's current full price for it's shortness and lack of challenge. It's very easy to play, mostly
relaxing, except for the last chapter which has more difficult platforming parts, they are becoming some detailed jump work
and spacebar hitting towards the end. Some of them may be close to frustrating, one or two for the wrong reasons perhaps, like
your "character" clipping through boxes he jumps on into pits of fire. More chapters seem to be planned. The story could be
seen as finished mostly, though the last chapter leaves some questions open regarding the perspective of one character and so
I'm curious to see some more chapters added.. 6 short and lazy missions. Really good game and beautiful. But after the 3rd
world the puzzles get difficult. Be carful or you might end up being a ♥♥♥♥♥ cat like me and uninstall the game and become
sad because you can't figure out the puzzles.
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I've been waiting for a bartending game for awhile and this pretty much delivers. Great for learning how to make drinks. I hope
they add some kind of expert mode where once you've mastered the drinks you have to make them without any instructions to
really challenge me memorize the recipes to use IRL.. In short, genuinely entertaining, and a fun watch. Personally, I really
enjoy this series; there's drama, comedy, suspense, action, romance, more comedy - all rolled into a generic fantasy setting. The
series bucks some of the fantasy trends, whilst sticking to others doggedly. Given this, some of the scenes that would otherwise
be predictably trite turn out to be very entertaining when they completely counter your expectations. JourneyQuest keeps you
guessing, and in so doing, it holds your attention quite effectively.

This is a very easy series to like. It doesn't pretend to be anything it "isn't". That said, I suppose it really doesn't need to. It is
quite unique and strangely endearing in its writing and execution. I would say it's quite incomparable to anything else out there.
Absolutely worth a watch. Nice one Zombie Orpheus. You done good.. Dark souls but the only class is pyromancer and all the
enemies are the nutsack tree.. Great shmup with a twist. A lot of care was put into presentation and gameplay. If you like shoot-
em-ups, this game belongs in your collection.. Really fun, simple "HD Remake" of Battle City. Delivers what it promised. You
can do worse or $5!. 0/10. This game will never be complete, and any money spent will go to a dishonest developer. DO NOT
BUY AT ANY PRICE!. Love the game but in the jack attack, the answers are super tiny, so it's really hard to see them and
answer correctly.. Pondscum console port with more bugs than bikes, no deadzone/sensitivity options to increase feel and no
real graphics options. When the game works its great, but there are too many inexcusable issues that should have been fixed.

I do not recommend the game in it's current state, and I seriously doubt the devs will fix it considering their lack of
support/care/competence so far.. The name in the taskbar is "AlienInvasiondesktop5", they did not bother to change that, so
imagine all the effort put into this.. This game is probably the only game in my steam library that is literally unplayable. There is
no way to progress in this game at all. When you run out of matches, candles, and light sources, which if you have even a
cursory interest in exploring the levels you will, and very fast, the game is effectively over.

Your options are to either memorize where the candles\/matches\/lamps are, or stumble around watching an entirely black
screen. There is no way to see in this game without a light source, at all, so running out of light is effectively the end of the
game. Turning up the brightness on your monitor does nothing, as the game's darkness is just a flat black screen with no detail
whatsoever for the brightness to accentuate.

The game's titular house is HUGE, so even if you do find all the light sources through sheer trial and error and memorization,
you will be forced to backtrack through areas without any new light sources and will, guaranteed, run out of light and the game
will be essentially over.

I have yet to get to a part with any combat, though the screenshots make it seem like there is some. I wouldn't know, I've only
made it half an hour in before I simply could not find a single other light source in the whole house. And again, the game is
absolutely 100% over once you run out of light, as you can see absolutely nothing but what might as well be a flat black .jpg in
front of your screen.

Light sources drain at around a percentage point a second, and the light pickups you find will never give you more than a
handful of percentage points of increase anyways. Lighting the ambient stationary lamps, sort of like what Amnesia has with
tinderboxes, is glitched and broken. Even though the lamps do turn on, they don't actually cast any light on anything, making
them totally useless for actually being able to see and get around.

The opening cutscene is a laggy mess with typos galore, you can't re-bind key settings, there's no story from what I can tell, and
the jump-scares may well be horrifying, but you'll never find out, as you'll never be able to see them.

This game is, no exaggeration, a black screen simulator. Don't buy this, don't even buy this as a gift. For that get Bad Rats,
Desert Gunner, if you can find it Air Control. Those are bad in a funny way. This isn't funny, it isn't even a mess, it's simply
rendered impossible by the developer forgetting that not everyone that plays the game is him, and as such won't be able to make
a beeline for every single light source.

This game needs some manner of night vision, or at least some way to make out small details in the dark, or simply making your
light sources dim once you run out of light. But it doesn't, and it probably won't, so as such, it's unplayable garbage and a total
waste of what little money it costs.
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